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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

Federal Aviation Admlnl.tratlon.

14 CFR Part 23

(DocQl No. 27344: Notice No. 113-711

RIN21~D27

Airworthiness Standards; Occupant
Protec:tlon Standarda for Commuter
Category Airplane.

AGENCY: Fed.ral Avi.tion
Administr.tion (FAA): DOT.
ACT1ON:'Notic. of Propos.d Rul.making
(NPRM).

SU....ARY: Th. FAA proposes to .m.nd
the airworthiness standards for normal.
utility, acrobatic. and commuter
category airplan.s by upgrading the
requirements for both seat/restraint.
syst.ms and for flammability standards
for seat cushions used in commuter
category .irplan••. It al.o propose. to
increase the downward inertia load
factor for it.ms of mas. within the cabin
for all normal, utility, acrobatic. and
commut.r cat.gory airplan••. Th.se
am.ndm.nts are need.d to improve the
occupant protection provisio~s for these
type. of airplan••. The•• n.w
requirem.nts would re.ult in a I.v.l of
safety comm.n.urat. with that provided
byth. se.tlre.traint requirem.nta and
the flammability .tandarda for transport
category airplan••.
DATES: Comm.nta mu.t ba received on
or before November 12. 1993.
ADDRESSES: Comm.nta on this notice
m.y be mail.d in triplicat. to: F.d.ral
Aviation Administr.tion. Office of the
ChIef COWlse!, Attn: Rules DocI:.t
(AGe-l0). DocI:.t No. 21344. 800
Ind.pend.nce Avenu. SW.•
W..hington. OC 20591, or d.livered in
triplicat. to: Room 916. 800
Indep.ndence Av.nu•• SW.•
W..hington. OC 20591. Comm.nta
d.liver.d must be marked DocI:et No.
27344. Comm.nta may be inspected in
room 916 between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m.
on weekdays, exc.pt on Fed.ral
holidays.

In addition. the FAA is maintaining
an information dock.t of comm.nta in
the Office of Assistant ChI.f CoWlsel.
ACE-7. Fed.ral Aviation
Administration. Central Region. 601 .
East 12th Street, KanS88 City, Missouri
64106. Comm.nta in the information
docket may be inspected in the Office of
Assistant ChIef CoWlsel, weekdays, .
.xc.pt Fed.ral holidays. between tha
hour. of 7:30 a.m. and 4 p.m.
FOR FUImIER _TIOH CONTACT:
Micha.l Downs. Aerospace Englnaar,
Stand.rds Office (ACE-11Z). Aircraft

Certification Servic•• Small Airplan. rules are a continuation of F.d.ral
Directorate, F.d.ral Aviation Aviation Admini.tration [FAA) .fforts
Administration, 601 East 12th Street, to improve the occupant protection
KanS88 City. Missouri 64106, t.l.phone provision. for .irplan•• that are type
(816) 426-5688. c.rtificat.d to the requir.m.nts of part

23.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMAT1ON:
Comments Invited SeatJR..traint Requirem.nta

Am.ndm.nt 23-32 (50 FR 46872.
Int.rest.d person. are invit.d to Nov.mber 13, 1985) add.d requirem.nts

participat. in the making of this for the installation of a should.r bern.ss
proposed rul. by .ubmitting such at .ach ..at of normal, utllity. and
written data, views. or arguments as acrobatic category airplanes with 8

:l::~:v':r.,=':ia?'>:''::~o';'~:~~c p....ng.r ..ating confi~ation,
impect that might result from adop:!' .xcluding pilot seats, 0 nine or f.wer.

manufactured aft.r Dec.mber 12. 1986.
the proposals in this notice are invit. Am.ndm.nt 23-34 (52 FR 18060.
Comm.nts ahould be accompanied by ) dd d' rthi
cost .stimat... CommWlications ahould January 15, 1987 a • a,rwo n.ss

atandard. for the type c.rtificetion of
id.ntify the regulatory dock.t or notice I . t
number and be submitted in trirlicate to airp anes in 8 new commuter C8 egory.

Those rolss limited commuter category
the address specified above. Al . airplan.s to a maximum seating
commWlication. rec.lv.d on or before capacity, excluding pilot s.at•• of 19 or
the closing date for comm.nt. specifi.d f.w.r, and maximum c.rtificat. tak.off
above will be consid.red by the w.ight of 19,000 pound. or I•••. Th.
Adminiatrator before taking furth.r airworthine•• standard. adopt.d for tha
rulemaldng action. Comm.nl.rs wi.hing commut.r cat.gory were bes.d on
the FAA to acknowl.dg. rec.ipt of requirem.nts pr.viously d.fin.d in
comm.nta submitt.d in re.ponse to this Special F.d.ral Aviation R.gulation
notic. mu.t Include a self-addre.sed. (SFAR) 41C.
stamp.d postcard on which the Am.ndm.nt 23-36 (53 FR 30802.
following .tatem.nt i. mad.: August 15, 1988) add.d requirem.nta .
"Commenta to DocI:et No. 27344." The .that seatlre.traint sy.t.ms of n.w design
postcard will be date stampad and norinal. utility. and acrobatic category
return.d to the comment.r. All airplan.s comply with .pecific occupant
comm.nts rec.iv.d will be available, protection provi.ion. Wld.r dynamic
both before and aft.r the clo.ing date for test condition•. Those rules w.re
comm.nta, in the Rul•• Dock.t for adopted as a result of the publication of
examination by Intere.ted person•. The Notice No. 86-19 and the FAA analy.is
proposals contained in this potice may of public commenta mad. to the
be changed In light of comm.nts proposals in that notic•. At the tim.
receiv.d. A report summarizing each Notice No. 86-19 wa. being d.velop.d.
substantive public contact with FAA the commuter category airworthin.ss
p.rsonn.l conc.rn.d with this standards had not been promulgated.
rul.making will be filad in the dock.t. Tharefore, requirem.nts for .hould.r
Availability ofNPRM harn..... at p....nger s.ats and .eatl

Any person may obtain a copy of this re.traint system dynamic t.st condition.
NPRM by .ubmitting a request to the ~ere not adopted for commuter category
Federal Aviation Admini.tration. Office auplan.s in am.'!dm.nt 23-36.

Ii In a relat.d action, am.ndm.nt 25-64
of Public Affairs. Attn: Pub 'c Inquiry . (53 FR 17640, May 17. 1988) added
Cent.r. (APA-200I, 800 Ind.pendance
Av.nu. SW., Washington, OC 20591. or requirementa that seatlre.traint systems
by calling (202) 267-3484. for in.tallation in new design transport
Communications must Identify th.. category airplanes demon.trat. specific
notice number of this NPRM. P.rsons occupant protection capabilities under
int.re.ted in being placed on the prescribed dynamic .m.rg.ncy landing
mailing list for future NPRMs ahould condition.~
also requ.st a copy of Advisory Circular Since the airworthiness requirem.nts
11-2A, Notice of Proposed Rulemaking adopted for commuter category
Di.tribution Syst.m. which d.scribes airplanes in am.ndment 23-34 did not
th Ii ti d provide upgraded cabin aaf.ty

e app ca, on prace ure. requirem.nta for dynamic testing of
Backpound seata comparable to those recently

Th. FAA proposes to upgrade the adopted for normal. utility, and
cabin safety requirem.nta for airplanes acrobatic caiegory alrplan.s. but
certificat.d in the normal. utility. retain.d tha existing c.rtification
acrobatic. and commuter categories of requirem.nt. of SFAR 41C. the FAA
part 23 of the Fed.ral Aviation establish.d a project to d.v.lop
Regulation'. (FAR). These prnposed improv.d occupant protection
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requirements for commuter category Tl8ll8portation Safety Board (NTSB)
airplanes. In particular, the FAA Ain:raft Accident Report, dated
reviewed the need for d~ic N"vember 23, 1987, (late from the FAA
evaluations of seetlrestralDt systems Civil Aeromedicel Inatitute (CAM!)
Installed In <:ommuter cotegory Airline Cabin Safety Date Bank Study,
airplanes and the neild for shoolder ' and data from full-scale impact tests of
hamess instellations, at the passenger normal category airplanes. Those fullc
seats of those airplanes. This review sceJe impact tests were conducted by
included an evaluation of the relative the'Nationai Aeronautics and Space
size of commuter category airplanes, Administration (NASA) as part of a joint
thair general operations, their cumIDt FAAlNASA research project.
required cabln safety prolrisions, and In this notice" the peak deceleration
the level of safety expected by the and time to peak decoleration, for the '
public. proposed c<>mbined verticaJI

Generally, commuter cetegory 10ngitudinaJ impact condition, were
airplanes are intended to operate under developed by considering a flat-impact
part 135 rules to carry passengers for crash condition (Le., the airplane
compensation or hire. Also, commuter impacts the ground with the airplane
cotegory airplane designs generally longitudinal axis parallel to the ground).
.parallellarger twin-engine normal Thet impact condition subjects ilie
cotegory airplane designs rather than seated occupant to a resultant floor
transport category airplane designs used ' putse that is different from the
In air carrier operations undar pert 121 respective test,condition required for
rules. Cabin dimensions for commuter seat/restraint systems of normaL utility,
cotegory aiIoplanes, parti<:ularly height or acrobatic category airplanes. The
,and width, generally are similar to those requirements for those small airplanes
of twin-engine normal category were developed from recommendations
airplanes. Most transport category made by the GASP using a typical nose·
airplanes used in air carrier operalions down crash condition. Information from
have b"lllllllle space balow tha cabin .'both NTSB accident date and the NASA
floor that provideaa significant amannt full-scale Impact test results shows that
of crushable underfloor strncture to ' the flat-impect condition producas
attenuate peak vertical deceleration hillher vertical deceleration rates at the
levels in the cabin during a crsah cabin floor than are produced in nos,,"
landing. This is not the case with most down impact conditions. In addition,
commuter cetegory airplanes. An FAA there Is a minimal amount of crushable
review of the underfloor depth of eleven strncture available to absorb the impact
models of current production airplanes under flat impact conditions. The
type certificated under SFAA 41 showed amount of crushable structure below the'
that the tote! underfloor depth varied cabin floor Is a major factor in
from 6.a to 19.0 inches, with an average determining the amount of energy
of about 12 inches. In general, the transmitted to the seat and <>ccupants.
underfloor structures'ofthose airplanes Data on several recent accidents ofl0-
are not designed to dissipate energy or to-19 passenger airplanes operated'
limit occupant loads during crashes. under part 135 rules indicate that those
The design and constrnclion of seats accidents have occurred at crsah
and restraint systems in SFAR 41 conditions approsching those of a flat
airplanes are similar to those of seats impact crash. This recant sccident date
and restraint systams used in normal is consistent with the CAM! study,
category airplanes. Generally, shoulder which shows that the msjority of
harnesses are not available at passenger commuter category airplane accidents
seats in commuter. category airplanes. occur at flat-impact conditions.

During the development of the Therefore, the FAA considered it
dynamic test conditions for commuter necessary to evaluate the flat-impact
category airplanes proposed in this crash condition when conducting the
notice, the FAA considered the analysis leading to the proposals in this
standards now required for dynamic notice.
tests of seatlrestraint systems in normal, Other airplane performance and
utility, acrobatic, and transport category design factors were considered during
airplanes. The FAA also reviewed the the development of this notice. The
background an<Hustification of those FAA evaluated the stall speeds of
requirements. Tli'e dynamic test current production airplanes thst are. of
conditions and the pass/fail mteria a design and size similar to airplanes
required for seatJrestraint systems'in meeting the commuter categorymles.
normal, utility, and acrobatic category Most of those current produclion
airplanes were proposed originally by airplanes were type certificated to the
the General Aviation Safety Panel airworthineas standards of SFAR ttC.
(GASP}. Those criteria were based on The full-flap stell speeds, at airplane
crash dala provided, by s National ,maximum tak80ffweights, averaged

approximstely 78 knots for those
airplanes. Th" FAA concluded that
those stall speeds gen8raJly exceeded
the 61-knot stall speed limit far small
airplanes that comply with § 23.49, but
were similar to' stall speeds of luger
twin-eogine normal category airplanes.
The FAA also i:oncluded that the .'
fuselage shen strengths of commuter
category airplanes are similar to those of
larger normal category twin-engine
airplanes. ' ,

This propoael inclucles dynamic' test
requirements for seat/restraint systems
in commuter cetegory airplanes that
specify velotity changes similar to those
already adopted for dynamic test
requirements of seallrestraint systems in
normal, utility, and acrobatic category
airplanes,by considering the similerities
in stell speeds and fuselage shell
strengths.

Since a shoulder harness Is required
for each seatJrestrsint system in current
production airplanes that are
certificated in either the normal, utility,
or acrobatic category, the FAA
considered proposing shoulder hemess
instelletion requirements for all seats in
commuter category airplanes. 'Fhe FAA
concluded that. except for front seats,
specific shouider harneas requirements
need not be mandated for commut..
category airplanes, since compliance
with the proposed dynamic test
requirements, including the head injury

, criteria, will eliminate the need for
upper torso restraint.

To ensure that adequste occupant
proteclion provisions are provided by
the seatlrestraint systems in commuter
categoryairplanes, without adding,
specific requirements for shoulder
harness installations, the FAA is
proposing thai the dynamic tests of
commuter cotegory airplane seats be
conducted using two rows of seats with
each seat occupied by an
anthropomorphic test dummy (AID). In '
addition to the compliance criteria
required for normal, utility, and
acrobatic category airplane seat restraint
'systems, this notice proposes a higher
peak deceleration for commuter
category airplanes than is presently
required by§ 23.562(b)!t) and adds

, limits to the femur loads measured
during the dynamic seat tests, mating
them the same as those limits for
transport categoryairplane seats. Since
post-crash evacuation is an essenual
aspect of caliin safety in commuter
category airplanes, this notice also
proposes a dynamic test requirement
comparable to standards sdopted for
transport category airplane seats, in
which the seat/restraint systems must
not yield in a manner that would
impede rapid' evacuation of the airplane.
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The occupant crash protection
provided by side-facing seats is a.
primary concern of the FAA. During the
technical analysis leading to this notice.
the FAA reviewed the current design
tecbniques for side-facing seaUrestraint
systems and the occupant protection
provided by those configurations. Data
on the performaace of side-facing seaU
restraint systems during crash impect
conditions have been documented by
CAM!. The data indicete that currant
side-facing seat designs do not provide
the necessary restraint to protect tha
occupants from serious injury due to
impact conditions such 88 those
represented by the dynamic test
conditions proposed in this notice.
Because side-facing seats, in general,
provide very little restraint of an
occupant's upper torso, legs, or lower
torso, lateral motion may result in
serious injury from bending and
torsional loading of the occupaat's
spinal column during relatively minor
crash con-ditions. Developing a side·
facing seaUrestraint system that
provides the occupaat protection
intended by the dynamic test criteria
proposed in this notice has not been
shown to be technically or economically
feasible et this time. Therefore. this
notice proposes rules that would restrict
the seat/restraint systems of commuter
category airplanes to either forward
facing or aft-facing seat configurations.

A number of current production
airplane designs were type certificated
to the airworthiness staadards of SFAR
41. The aaticipated operations of
commuter category airplanes are not _
expected to be significantly different
from the operating history of airplanes
type certificated to the requirements of
SFAR 41. Therefore. the FAA used the
operating and accident histories of the
SFAR 41 airplanes from NTSB data to
establish the occupaat protection needs
of commuter .category airplanes. The
CAM! cabin safety research and
analyses, which supported the dynamic
test requirements applicable to seaU
restraint systems of normal category and
traasport category airplanes. provided
technical information regarding current
crashwort!J.iness design practices thet
may be. used to assess the performance
of commuter category airplaae seaU
restraint systems. Accident histories.
crashwortbiness design practices. and
an analysis of airframe size effects were
used to develop the proposals in this
notice. The rules proposed would
significantly improve the occupant
protection provided by the seaUrestraint
systems in commuter category airplanes
and would enhance the overall safety of
those airplanes commensurate with that

provided by the recently adopted seaU
restraint system requirements for
traasport category and normal. utility.
and acrobatic category airplanes.

As part of the analyses leading to the
proposed dynamic test requirements for
commuter category airplane seaU
restraint systems, the FAA evaluated the
need to upgrade other cabin safety
regulations in part 23. The FAA·
concluded that the requirements of
§ 23.561(b)(3), which concern the static
retention strength for items of mass
within the cabin, are not compatible
with the dynamic loading conditions
proposed in this notice, or with the
dynamic loading conditions already
adopted for seaUrestraint systems of
normal, utility, or acrobatic category
airplanes. During any impact, down
load retention strength may be critical
in protecting occupants from serious
injury caused by items of mass located
in overhead compartn).ents or attached
to the overhead structure. Therefore,
this notice proposes new doWnward
load factor requirements in
§ 23.561(b)(3) that would be applicable
to items of mass in the cabin of any
category of airplane certificated under
part 23.

As required by Executive Order
12291, the seat requirements proposed
in this notice must be aaalyzed for the
societal costs,and benefits that would
result from this rulemaking action.
GAMA representatives requested a
meeting with FAA to discuss the costs
and the reasoning for the seat loads in
the proposal. The meeting was held on
August 18-19, 1988. Although the
reasons the FAA provided for the
vertical loads in this proposal were
accepted at that meeting. a question
remained regarding the ebility to design ,
a commuter-type seat thet would meet
this proposed requirement. To resolve
this design question, it was agreed that
certain seats provided by airframe
manufacturers would be tesfed at CAM!.
While the seats originally provided did
not meet the proposed requirements,
CAM! made minor modifications to one
of the seats and it passed the test,
thereby demonstreting the practicability
of designing seats that caa meet this
proposed requirement.

A second meeting was held with •
GAMA on August 22. 1989, to discuss
the seat test result. By this testing
program, the FAA has been able to
demonstrate the feasibility of designing
seats that will meet the vertical loads as
originally proposed, and no change.
were-made to this proposal. Records of
the August 18-19. 1988, and the August
.22, 1989 meetings have been placed in
the docket for this project.

Flammability Standard.

In addition to proposing occupaat
protection requirements for dynamic
testing of seats, the FAA is proposing
new fire sefety requirements for
passenger seat cusbions used in Part 23
commuter category airplanes. These
proposed requirements are
commensurate with the correspondIng
requirements for seat CUshions used in
traasport category airplanes.

As a result pf regulatory emendment
25-32 (37 FR 3964, February 24, 1972J.
aircraft seat cushions on traasport
category aircraft typically are
constructed of fire-retardant
polyurethane foam aad upholstery
covering, ,all of which must presently
pass the bum test prescribed in
Appendix F of Part 25. In a prolonged
full-scale cabin fire condition, however.
severe thermal radiation can break
down the outer upholstery covering and
penetrate into the relatively large fuel
mass of the polyurethane foam core.
This causes the core to become involved
in the fire, spreading flame and
producing potentially lethal smoke.
combustible gases, aad toxic gases. The
results ,of accident investigations and
experimental fire tests conducted by the
FAA have demonstreted thet this
involvement of foam. cushion material is
a dominant factor in the spread of cabin
fire. To counter this, fire-retardant
performaace standards for seat
cushions, based on the level of
protection that caa be echieved by the
fire-blocking layer concept, were
adopted in amendments 25-59, 29-23.
aad 121-184.

The fire-blocking layer concept
involves the use of a thin layer of highly
fire-resistant material, to completely
encapsulate and protect the larger mass
of foam core seat cushion material from
involvement in the cabin fire. This layer
of fire-resistant material delays the onset
of ignition and retards the involvement
of the core in the fire.

The initial phase of the FAA research
program for fire-blocking layers
consisted of a series of instrument·
controlled environment cabin fire tests
that confirmed the efficacy aad
practicality of fire-blocking layers for
aircreJ:t seat cushions.

The subsequent phase of the program
developed the test for e1!iluation and
certification of cushionr.'using an
adaptation of the type of 2 gallonlhour
kerosene bumer thet is currently in
standard use throughout industry as a
te.t for metallic tubing assemblies and "
components. This test subjects the
cushion test specimen to temperature
and heat typical of full-scale cebin fire.

•
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Amendments 25-S9, 2Q-23, end 121
184 (49 FR 43188, October 26,1984)
edopted the implementation of detailed
procedures of the kerosene burner test
developed by the FAA for transport
category airplanes. The test subjects seat
bottom and seat back cushion
speelmens to a 2 minute burner flame
impingement Tbe criteria for
acceptance are based, in part, on the

,percentage weight loss of the cushion
specimen during the test. While the
amendments were based on the
performance attained by fixe·blocking
construction, they do not require that
seats cushions be constructed in that
way. Rather. they specify objective
standards of performance for seat
cushions so that. if other or improved
means of accomplishing the fixe safety
objective are developed. they can 1>&
used without the need for regulatnry
amendment. The amendments
incorporated the new cushion
flammability requirements as additions
to the type certification standards for
bntb transport categnry airplanes and
transport category IOtmcraft sinca the
flammahility requirementa for these two
categories of aircraft are identical. The
amendments also required thet, 3 years
from the effective date of the final
Iegulation. seat cushions in airplanes
type certificated afteI January 1, 1958.
and operated under part 121. meet tbe
new requirements.
Section 13.561

Section 23.561(b)(3) states three
ortbogcinallaad factors that define the
ultimate static load requirements for the
attachment of items of mass in the
airplane cabin that could seriously
injure occupants during an emergency
landing. Those ultimate static.l08d
conditions. along with other cabin
safety requirements. were edded to part
23 by amendment 23-36 to ensure that
the attachments of items of mass in the
cabin would have adequate retention
strength so that they would not pose a
hazard to occupants as a result of a
minor crash impact. Items of mass are,
in general, not located in overhead
positions in small airplanes; so. at the
time tha requirements in ~23.561(b)(31

wera adopted. tha major concern was to
ensure ade<ptate restraint for items of
mass thet would be located behind tho
occupants in the cabin. FOI thoseltems,
the forward and side loed conditions
were considered most critical, so an
18.0 g forward load factor and a 4.5 g
sideWllId load factOI were adopted. A
3.0 g upward load factor was also
adopted to ensure ratention strangtb ,
from rabound loads.

The edoption of the commuter
catognry aizplana airworthiness

standards with amendment 23-34 and
the technic81 analysis done 10 support
the dynamic test criteria proposed in .
this notica for seat/restraint systems of
commuter category airplanes have
resulted in new concerns for adequate
retention of items of mass for dnwnward
inertia loads resulting from crash
imp~Since this concern is
appropriate for airplanes certificated in
all categories, this notice proposes' to
add a downward inertia load
requirement for retention of items'of
mass in the cabin thet pose a hazard to
occupants. The intent of the proposed
changes to § 23.561(b)(3) is to ensure
static retention strangtb capability that
is compatible with the load fectors
meas~duringfu~scale~

impact tests. This notice also prorses
to modify the introductnry text 0

§ 23.561(b)(3) slightly for clarity.

Section 23.562

The present commuter category
airplane airworthiness standards
provide less occupant protection in an
emergency landing than the cabin safety
raquirements recently adopted for
transport category and normal category
airplanes. Specific ultimate static inertia
load factors related to a minor crash
landing are stated in present
§ 23.561(b)(2). Amendment 23-36 added
raquirements for dynamic testing of
seat/restraint systems in normal. utility,
and acrobatic category airplanes. These
requirements were stated. in a new
§ 23.562. Dynamic test requirements for
seathestraint systems in commuter
category airplanes were not adopted
with amendment 23-36 hecause part 23
did not provide airworthiness
raquirements for commuter category
airplanes when the requirements of
§ 23.562 whera originally~roposed.

Sin"" part 23 now pIOVldes
airwortblness raquiraments for tbe type
certification of commuter category
airplanes. this notice proposes
substantial changes to § 23.562 to
incorporate ragulations for dynamic test
evaluations of the seat/restraint systems
Installed in those airplanes. This notice
does not propose any changes to the
current dynamic test requirements for
seat/rastraint systems usad in normal,
utility. or acrobatic category airplanes.

This proposal would move the
compliance criteria of § 23.562(c!'to a
new peragrepb (d) in § 23.562 and move
the requirements in § 23.562(d) to a new
peragrepb (e) in § 23.562. Two '
additional complianceraquirements are
proposed for the seat/restraint system..
of commuter category airplanes in order
to ensure .. level of safety that Is
commensurate with thet provided by
transport category airplanes. Om>

requirement would limit the axially
compressive loads measured in each
femur of the ATn to a value of 2,250
pounds. Femur loed limits are proposed
to ensure occupant protection from
injurious compressive loads applied to
the uppar legs of occupants during the
impact conditions prascribed in
proposed § 23.56.2(c). Tbe second new
raquirement, proposed by this notice.
would limit the deflection of the seats.
under the dynamic conditions of
§ 23.562(cl. so those seats do not impede
rapid evacuation of the airplane by its
occupants. Requirements similar to
those proposed in this notice were
adopted, with amendment 25-64. for
dynamic test standards of seats and
rastraint systems for transport category
airplanes ..

This proposal would also add a new
paragraph § 23.562(c) that would specify
the dynamic test conditions for '
evaluating commuter category airplane
,saat/restraint systems. The requirements
for impact test conditions ofproposed
§ 23.562(c)(11 are significantly different
than the prednminantly vertical tast
conditions pIBScribed in § 23.562(b)(1).
for normal. utility. and acrobatic,
category airplane seats. Analysis of full
scale airframe test data shows that a flat
impact crash rasults in the most severe
dynamic test conditions for a given
impact velocity. Data. which are
consistent with the CAM! study,
indicate that. in accidents of commuter
sized airplanes thet complied with
SFAR 41 airworthiness standards, the
airplanes contacted the ground in a
nearly flat-impact cresh condition.
There were survivors in these accidents,
and the fuselage structures maintained a
survivable volume in mos1. cases; but, in
some cases. the seatlremaint systems
did not provide adequate rastrelnt to
protect the occupants from serious
injuries. The FAA recognizes that the
test conditions in proposed
§ 23.562(c)(1) would be upgraded from
those adopted in § 23.562(b)(1). The
FAA considers the proposed
requirements necessary to ensure' 8 level
of cabin safety for commuter category
airplanes that is commensurate with
that provided by transport category
cabin safety standards. which were
based on f1at·impact cresh conditions.

COlIllIHlflts to this notice are invited
that addrass tf1e development of
dynamic test parameters that wera basad
on the analysis of assumed flat·impact
crasb conditions. Tbe comments should
include historical data. accident data.
enalytical studies. or test data, that
support the panmeteI values of
proposed §23.562(c)(1) or other criteria
that should be proposed for the
substantiation of the level of oc<:upant
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protection provided by commuter Appendix F
category airplane seaVrestraint systems. This revision clarifies the vertical test
Section 23.785 configUration and adds a test

The FAA is proposing changes to configuration for the horizontal test
those paragraphs of § 23.765 that state prescribed by paragraph (e). This
requirements for seaVrestraint systems configuration had been inadvertently
and the cabin area surrounding the seats omitted.
of commuter category airplanes. These Under this proposal, seat cushions
changes are necesssry so that § 23.765 would be required to meet the new
refers to the proposed dynamic seat'test flammability requirements. The
requirements for. commuter category proposed criteria for acceptance are
airplanes, when applicable. This notice based, in part. on the percentage of
proposes to edd dynamic test weight loss of the cushion during the
requirements for the seaVrestraint ' test. Weight loss is a direct measure of
systems of'commuter category airplanes the involvement of the material in the
to § 23.562(c). fire and a relevant indication of the

Proposed § 23.765(c) cites the specific merit of the cushion for both fire-
requirements for seaVrestraint syStems blocked and non-fire-blocked
of commuter category airplanes. The construction. The criteria proposed
proposed requirements would limit the would limit the average weight loss !,f
seats in commuter category airplanes to all specimens test to 10%. From the
either forward-facing or aft-facing study of various experimental cushions.
designs. The proposal would require a 10% limit would represent a major
that a seaVrestralnt system for advance in fire safety. It would allow a
installation in the front row of a variety ofcommercially available foam
commuter category airplane consist of a and fire-blocking materials to be used
seat. safety belt, and shoulder harness. would be adequate for design and
The proposed rule would not . would be optimal fron!-a standpoint of
specifically require shoulder harnesses weight and costs. While the proposal Is
for BeaVrestraint systems for installation based on the performance attained by
at other than the front row of those cushions constructed with fire-blocking
airplanes. but would require that all layers. It would not require that all seat
seaVrestraint systems for use in cushions be constructed in that way.
commuter category airplanes comply . Rather. the froposal would set objective
with the dynamic test requirements and standards 0 performance for seat
performance criteria being proposed in cushions.
§ 23.562 (c) and (d). . k Red

Paragraph (i) of § 23.765 proposes Paperwor uction Act
requirements to protect occupants from The reporting and recordkeeping
serious injury due to impact with requlrement associated with this rule is
surrounding structure. and references being submitted to the Office of
the occupant protection provisions. as Management and Budget for approval in
defined for normal. utility, and . accordance with 44 U.S.C. Chapter 35
acrobatic cate.gory airplanes. in under Administration: FAA; Title:

. § 23.562(b). and as proposed for AIrworthiness Standards; Occupant
commuter category airplanes in Protection Standards for Commuter
§ 23.562(c). Category Airplanes; Need for .

The intent of these proposed changes Information: The information is needed
is to. ensure that the dynamic test to check for compliance of seat
requirements for seaVrestraint systems flammability; Proposed Use of
of commuter category airplanes are Information: The information collected
referenced in § 23.765. and t<t limit seat! will be a record of the test results on
restraint systems intended for use in seat !'Ushion flammability. The tests will
commuter category airplanes to fqrward- be performed by manufacturers of seat
facing or aft-facing configurations. The cushions and will become a part of the
FAA has carefully considered curt8nt type certification basis for the airplane;
design practices for Side-facing seats Frequency: On occasion; Burden

·and the occupant protection provisions Estimate: 2.5 hours annually;
proposed in this notice and has Respondents: BusinesseslManufacturers
concluded that the available technical of aircraft and airplane seats; Forma(s):
information does not demonstrate that None; Average Burden Hours Per .
the occupant protection requirements Response: 30 minutes per response. For
proposed in this notice would ensure further information contact: The
that Side-facing seat configurations Information Requirements Division. M-
could provide the minimum level of 34, Office of the Secretary of
occupant protection necesssry for those Transportation. 400 Seventh Straet.
seaVrestraint systems installed in SW.• Washington. DC 20590. (202) 366-
commuter category airplanes. 4735 or Edward Clarke or Wayne

Brough. Office of Management and
Budget, New Executive Office Building,
room 3226. Washington. DC 20503,
(202) 395-7340. .

\"1 •

Regulatory Evaluation Summsry
The FAA has determined that this

rulemaking is not "major" as defined by
Executive Order 12291. Therefore. no
Regulatory Impact Analysis is required.
Nevertheless, in accordance with
Department of Transportation policies
and procedures. the FAA hes evaluated
the anticipated costs and benefits. Those
·costs and benefits are summarized
below. For more detailed economic
information. see the full regulatory
eveluation contained in the docket.

Benefits

Seat/Restraint System

The present value of the benefits of
the proposed sea\lrestralnt system are
estimated to be.$1,500 per passenger
seat and $3,200 per crew seat. These
estimated benefits are based upon a
review of the NTSB data on survivable
accidents involving commuter type
airplanes between 1979 and 1966.in
which one or morll occupants were
either seriously Injured ·or killed. These
accidents were severe enough that
improved seaVrestraint systems could
have reduced the number of fatalities
and serioUs injuries.

In the ten-year period covered In the
NTSB review, 250 passengers were
involved in the 49 survivable commuter
airplane accidents considered in this
regulatory evaluation. In these
ecci!lenta. 34 pllS'Sengers received fatal
injuries, 64 passengers received serious
injuries. and 132 passengers received
minor injuries or no Injuries. IT the",!
commuter airplanes hed been equipped
with the improved seat/restraint
systems as proposed'in this notice, these
casualties could have been reduced to
23 fatalities and 31 serious Injuries. The ,
reduction In fatalities and serious
injuries would increase minor/no
injuries to 196..

In order to provide the public and
government officials with a benchmark
compari.son of the expected safety
benefits of rulemaking actions over an
extended period of time with estimated
costs in dollars. the FAA currently uses
a value of $2.5 million to statistically
represent a human fatality avoided:
(This is in accordance with guidelines
issued by the Office oJ the Secretary of
Transportation). The FAA. has also
estimated the societal costs for serious
injuries ($640,000) and for minor
Injuries ($2,300).

The estimsted benefits for the
reduction In passenger cssualties cim be
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calculated by using the above critical the same as the rate in accidents where
values. While the reduction in fatalities fire did not occur. This, however, may

. and serious injuries is considered a result in an overestimation of the
benefit, the increase in minor/no possible reduction in the casualty rates
injuries should be deducted from the in accidents involving post cresh fires.
benefits of these proposed provisions. This is because accidents with post
The net benefit from reducad fatalities crash fire may be more violent than
and serious injuries as a result of the ' those without fire. Thus, post crash fire
provision to improve the passenger seat/ accidents, may result in highar casualty
restraint system is estimated to be rates, even if the fire could be avoided.
approximately $61.3 million between However, to tha extant that casualty
19Z9 and 1988. For comparability with rates are higher for survivable accidents
other benefits and costs of thia proposal. (except for the post crash fire), then the
thia $61.3 million benefitis converted to potential benefits of the proposed seat/
a benefit per seat. '. restraint system have been

In order to convert total benefits into un4erestimated (assuming the seat/
per seat benefits, $61.3 million is first restraint system is effactive at reducing
transformed into a benafit estimate per the casualty rate in survivable _
enplanement. Thare were 222.8 million . accidents). The FAA is unable to
commuter enplanements between 1979 reasonably quantify either the
and 1988. DividinR the estimated benefit overeetimation or the undereetimation
for thia time perioa, $61.3 million, by of these benefits, but it assumes thet
the number of enplanements provides they offset one another. Thus, the FAA
the estimated benefit per anplanement, concludes thet if the fires could have
which is 27.5 cents. The benefits per been prevented, the casualty and injury
enplanement can then be converted into rates of the 74 passengers involved in
annual benefits per passenger seat. The commuter airplane crashes with post
average annual number of enplanements crash fires between 1979 and 1988
per passenger seat is 847. Thus, the would have been the same as the 176
annual benefits per passenger seat are passengers involved in commuter
estimated to be.$230 (.275X847). accidents in which there were no post

The annual benefits per crew seat Is crash fires. This would mean a
calculated differently than benefits per reduction of 20 fatalities and 14 sarious'
passanger seat because a crew seat is injuries. Minor/no injuries are assumed
always occupied on every flight. Thus, to increase by 34 as a result of reduced
there is a greater chanca of a fatalities and serious injuries and
crewmember being in a crash and would, therefore, be deducted from the
subsequently a greater benefit derived benefits. The total net benefit of the
from an improved seat/restraint system. proposed flammability standard Is
Benefits per CfllW seat are also more estimated to be $58.9 million. After
difficult to calculate as directly as those converting the total net benefit into a
for passenger seats due to data net benefit per anplanement (58.9/222.8
limitations. However, benefits per crew millions), multiplying by the annual
seat can be estimated by dividing the number of anplanements per seat (847),
benefits per passenger seat by the and discounting at a rate of 7 percent for
average passenger load factor for 15 years, the net discounted benefit per
commuter airplanes. The FAA estimates seat of preventing all fatalitiee and
this load factor to be 46.6 percent and, serious injuries is estimated to be
therefore, the annual benefits per creW $2,000.
sest to be $500 (230/.466). Since other factors affect passenger

Assuming each sest/restraint system survivability in an aircraft fire, only a
is used for 15 years, the present value portion of these benefits can be
of the above stream of annual benefits . attributed to fire.blocldng. The FAA bas
can be calculated by discounting each estimated that fire.blocking could be
annual benefit by 7 percent for each effective in preventing 33 percent of fire
year in the future. This yields fatalities and injuries. Thus, the
approximately $2,100 per passenger seat estimated annual discounted dollar
and $4,600 per crew seat. benefits are estimated to be
Flammability Standards approximately $670 (2,000/3) per seat.

In order to estimate the benefits of the Eliminating Side-Facing Seats
proposed flammability stendsrds, the The FAA has determined that current
FAA estimated the number of fatalities side-facing seat/restraint systems do not
and serious injuries that could be . provide the necessary restraint to
avoided if there was no post creab fire. protect the occupants from serious
One way to arrive at an estimate would injury. Side-facing sests provide very
be to assume that if the fire conld have little restraint of an occupant's upper
been avoided, the casualty rate in those and lower torso. and legs. Consequently,
accidents With post crash fires would be the s¥rP lateral motion of an impact

may result in aerious injury from
bending and torsional loading of the'
occupant's spinal column during
relatively minor creab conditions. The
benefits from eliminating side-facing
airplane seats and replacing them with
improved forward·facing or aft·facing
seats have not been estimated due to
lack of data. However. the present value
of the benefits should be greater than
the $2,100 estimeted for the forward
facing passenger seat/restraint system.
This is because side-faCing seats are
believed to be less safe than forward
mcing seats.

Overhead Items ofMass
Items of mass are not now located in

overhead positions in general aviation
. (GA) airplanes. However, in the future
there may be items of mass located
overhead in larger newly certificated Gil.
airplanes. This provision would prevant
any reduction of airplane cabin safety in
the event that items of mass are located
overhead in newly certificated Gil.
airplanes (be they normal, utility,
acrobetic, or commuter airplanes). This
provision does not add any quantifiable
benefits, but would prevent a reduction
in cabin safety if items of mass are ever
located overhead in newly certificated
airplanes.

This proposed provision is included
to ensure that the ettachment of items of
mass in an overhead position would
have adequate retention strength so that
they would not pose a hazard to
occupants as a result of a survivable
crash. In a special study on cebin safety
for transport airplanes, the NTSB found
that the overhead panels. racks. and
passengBMervice units failed in 78
percent·of the accidents included in ilie
study. Failures of overhead furnishings
can cause head injuries and can hamper
evacuation of airplanes. A pasSenger
injured by falling items of mass can
become Confused and slow to react. In
the event of a post cresh fire. a stunned
or unconscious passenger might not be
evacuated from the airplane in time to
escape serious injury or even death. In
the accidents analyzed in the NTSB
study. emergency evacuations were
often hampered when items stored in
the overhead compertments fell into the
aisles and against bulkheads adjacent to
the exits. Failed overhead furnisbings
sometimes blocked movemant in the
cabin by cutting off access to and from
aisles and to overwing exits.

Costa

Seat/Restraint System

In thia evaluation. it i"assumed thet
for each.manufacturer, the d~gn and
testing costs of each new seat/restraint.
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system would be incurred during the
first year after the complianca date of
the proposed role. It is e1s0 assumed
that production would last for 15 years.
Furthermore, the FAA assumes that
these seatlrestraint systems would be
instaUed annually in at least 15
airplanes with 15 seats each; thus, 225
seatlrestraint systems would be
produced and installed each year. The
total cost of e manufacturer developing
e new seatlrestraint system, which
includes design. testing, and
certification, is estimated to be
$161,200. Annualizing the total
development cost over 15 years at a 7
percent rate of interest yields
approximately $17,700. This annualized
development cost, wben divided by 225
..ats per year, yields development costs
of $80 per seat.

Aller design, testiog, and certification,
the new seats would then go into
production. The FAA estimates that the
increased ODe-time production cost per
seatlrestraint system would be $60.

Increased operating costs per seat
would be the product of the increased
weight of the seatlrestraint system over
the current system in use, the amount of
the extra fuel consumed during the year
for each extra poW!d of weight, and the
prica per gallon of fuel. Each new seat
system Is estimated to weight 3 pounds
more than a current seat system. The
FAA estimates that commuter category
airplanes burn 15 gaUons offuel each
year for each pound of extra weight. The
everage prica of commuter category
airplane fuel purchased from a fixed
base operator is estimated at $.70 per
gallon. The product of the additional
weight, fuel consumption, and prica of
fuel equals the additional operatiog cost
per seat which is $31. Sinca the ..atl
restraint system would be used for 15
years, this stream of annual costs was
discounted et 7 percent over the 15-year
period. The present value of the annual
increased operating costs of the
proposed seatlrestraint systems is
epproximately $290.

The sum of the annualized
development costs ($80), the increased
production costs ($60), and the
increased discounted operating costs
($290) for each seatlrestraint system
totals $430.

Improved Flammability Standards

The present value of the costs of the
provision establishing new flammability
requirements for commuter category
airplanes is estimated to be $240 per
seat over the next 15 years. This
estimated cost Is composed of a one
time additional production cost and
recurring increased operatiog cost.

The ona-time additional production
cost Is $80 per seat. This is the averege
additional production cost estimated by
several manufacturers using a variety of
fire-blocking materials..

The increased operatiog cost was
estimated much the same way as the
seatlrestraint system operating cost. The
averege additional weight of e seat
meetiog the required flammability
standards is astimated to be 1,7 pounds..
Commuter category airplanes burn 15 _
gallons of fuel each year for every .
pound of extra weight, thus they would
burn 26 additional gallons per year, The
estimated price of aviation fuel for
commuter category aircraft is $.70 per
gaUon. The product ofthe additional
.weight, fuel consumption, and price of
fuel yields an additional annual
operatiog cost per seat of approximately
$18. Because the new flame retardant
seat would be used for 15 years, this
stream of annual costs was discounted
at 7 percent over the 15-year period. The
present value of the increased operatiog
costs of this seat is $160.

There would not necessarily be any
development costs as a result of this
provision since a variety of
commercially available foam and fire.
blocking materials could be used that
would be adequate for design from a
standpoint of weight and costs. Thus,
the total present value cost to meot the
flammability standards is approximately
$240 ($160 plus $80) per seat.

Eliminating Side-Facing Seats

Eliminatiog side-facing seats would
not impose any additional costs on the
development or manufacture of new
commuter category airplanes; nor would
eliminating side-facing seats impose any
additional costs on producing these
airplanes. Side-facing seats are regular
airplane seats placed sideways in the
airplane; thus, repositioning side-facing
seats to a forward or all position would
not increase lilstallation or operatiog
costs in newly cartificated or newly
manufactured airplanes, Therefore, this
provision of the proposal would not
impose any costs on the manufacturers
or operators of these airplanes while in
operation.

Overhead Items OfMass

. Currently, items of mass are not
located overhead in.GA airplanes due to
the lack of cabin space, U this contioues
to be the case, this provision of the
proposed role would not be applicable
and would not impose any costs on the
manufacturers of newly certificated or
newly manufactured airplanes; or on the
operators of those airplanes when in
operation. This provision would be

applicable only under the following
conditions:

. • A new GA airplane is designed with
enough cabin space and
accommodations to locale items of mass
overhead.

• Items of mass are placed in an
overhead position inside that airplane.

Ifboth of the above conditions are
met, then costs could be incurred as a
result of this proposal. If overhead items
of mass are not securely contained to
withstand the loads imposed in a
survivable crash, the occupants of the
airplane would bear the costs in terms
of reduced cabin safety. In order to
avoid the costs ofreduced cabin safety,
edditional costs of designing, testiog,
manufacturing, and operatiog would
have to be incurred in order to contain
the overhead items of mass to withstand
the loads imposed in a survivable crash.

U a manufacturer should decide to
position compartments overhead for
items of mBSS, there would be the usual
development and manufacturing costs
associated with installing the _
compartments. However, the provision
of the proposed role requiring a
minimum retention strength of overhead
compartments could impose additional
costs on the development and
manufacturing of these new airplanes.
The addifional development costs per
airplane design are estimated to be
$68,200 for designing and $45,100 for
testiog. The total then is $113,200 per
new airplane design or approximately
$12,400 annualized cost over 15 years.
Uit is assumed that 15 airplanes would
be produced each year. then the annual
discounted design cost per airplane is
$830 (12,400/15). This potential cost is
then divided by the number of seats per
aircraft (which is assumed to be 15) so
that it can be compared to other
potential costs of the other provisions of
the proposed role. This m!!kes the
annual discounted development cost
par seat to be $60 (rounded from $55),
The costs of operating these new
airplanes would not increase
significantly as a result of this
provision. Overhead compartments for
items of mass could be made more
secure by using more rivets. The weight
of the extra rivets would be negligible
and would impose no weight penalty
costs of operatiog these airplanes.

The manufacturer and the operator
would have to decide if the benefits
from locatiog items of mass overhead is
worth the extra cost of properly securing
them. If it is not worth the extra cost,
items could be located in other storage
areas, thereby, allowing the
manufacturer to avoid the extra cost of
complying with ibis provision.
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4. Section 23.562 Is am.nded by
r.vising paragraph (a) introductory text.
paragraphs (c) and (d). and hy adding a .
new paragraph (e) to read as follows:

(b) •••
(3J Each item of mass within the cabin

experiences static inertia loads that act
separately relative to the surrounding
structure and correspond to the
following ultimat. load factors-

(i)'" • *
(Ii) Downward, 18.0 g:
(iii) Forward. 18.0 g; and
(iv) Sid.ward, 4.5 g.

* * .. * *

impact on trade opportunities for U.S.
firms doing business overseas or for
foreign firms doing business in the
Unit.d States.

List ofSubjects in 14 CFR. Part 23
Aircraft, Aviation sefaty. Reporting

and recordkeeplng requirements, Signs
and symbOls.

Issued in Washingtoo, DC on june 24,
1993.
Thomas B. M<:Sweeny.
ActingDirector, AireroftCertification Service.

The Proposed Amendmant
In consideration of the foregoing. the

Federal Aviation AdmInistration
proposes to amend part 23 of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (14 CFR
part 23) as follows:

PART 23-AIRWORTHINESS
STANDARDS: NORMAL, UTIUTY,
ACROBATIC, AND COMMUTER
CATEGORY AIRPLANES

1. The authority citation for part 23 is
revis.d to read .. follows:

Aulhorily: 49 U.s.c. 1344, 1354(0), 1355,
1421.1423,1425,1428. 1429. aod 1430; 49
U.S.c. 106(g).

2. Paragraph (d) is add.d and reserv.d
and a new paragraph (eJ Is added to
§ 23.2 to read as follows:

•
§ 23.561 Genaral.
.. * .. *

provisions could be selectively
impl.meot.d by U.S. firms on the basis
of competitive eonslderations.

Regulatory FlexilJility Determination
Th. Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980

(RFAJ wes enacted by Congress to
ensure that small .ntities are not
unnecessarily and di.proportionately
burdened by governm.nt regulations.
Th. RFA requires Federal ag.ncies to
review roles that may have lie
.Ignificant economic impact on a
substantial numb.r of .maII .ntities."

The FAA's criteria for a .mall airplane
manufacturer Is one employing fewer
than 75 employees. The criteria for "a
substantial number of .maIl.•ntiti.... 1s
one-third of the small firms subject to
the proposed rules. but not f.w.r than
11 firms. A "significant impact" Is one
having an annual cost of more than
$18,160 per manufacturer. A revi.w of
domestic g.neral aviation manufacturers
indicates that only six firm. m.et the
size threshold of 75 or few.r employees.
Therefore. the proposed amendmeots to
14 CFR Part 23 would not affect a
substantial number of small eotiti.s.

Federalism Implications
The regulation. proposed herein

would not have substantial dir.ct effects
on the Stat.s, on the relationship
b.tween the national government and
the Stat.s. or on the distribution of 123.2 Special retroactive roqulremenle.
power and responsibilities among the • • • * •
various levels of government. Therefore. (e) Notwithstanding §§ 21.17 and
in accordance with Executive Order 21.101 of this chapter and irrespective
12612. It is determined that this of the type certification basis, .ach
proposal would not have sufficient commuter category alrplan•• Including
fed.ralism implications to warrent the any such foreign manufectured alrplan.
preparation of a Federalism Assessment. approved for entry into the United
Conclusion States. manufactured efter June 16,

1996, must show compliance with
This document proposes to amend the §§ 23.562 and 23.853 of this part.

airworthin.ss standards for commut.r 3. Section 23.561 is am.nded by
category alrplan.s by upgrading the revising paragraphs (b](3) introductory
requirements for seaVrestraint syst.ms t.xt and (b](3J (Ii) and (iii). and by
and by providing new flammability adding paragraph (b)(3](iv) to read es
standards for seet cushions. In eddition. follows:
It proposes to increese the downward
in.rtia load factor for it.ms of mass
within the cabin for all part 23
airplanes. For the reesons discussed
above, the FAA has det.rmln.d that this
docum.nt (1) Involves propos.d
relations that are not major under the
provisions of Executive Order 12291.
and (2J Is significant under DOT
Regulatory Policies and Procedures (44
FR 11034, February 26. 1979). In
addition the FAA certifies that. under
the critaria of the Reguletory Flexibility
Act. this propos.d rule could not have
a significant economic impact, positive
or negative, on a s1ibstantial number of
small entiti.s. In addition. this proposal,
if adopted, would have little or no

Benefit-<:ost Comparison
This section of the .valuation

pres.nts a b.n.fit-cost comparison,
summarizing the total pot.ntial costs
and ben.fits of the four proposed
provisions that are .xp.cted to a=u.
ov.r the next 15 y.ers.

Th. total cost .stimat. of the four
provisions would b. approxiinat.ly
$660 to $720 per seet. This cost .stimat.
includ.s $420 for the ..aVr.straint
system, $240 for improv.d flammability
standards, and possibly $60 to ..cure
overhead items of mass.

Th. total quantitativa b.n.fits of the
"four provisions of the propos.d rule is
at a minimum approximat.ly $2.800 per
..at. This .stimat. of total ben.fits
includ.s the following: .

• At least $2.100 per seatfor the
p....nger seeVrestreint syst.m. This is
a minimum value since the ben.fits of
the crew ..aVrestraint syst.m would be
$4.600 p.r s.at.

• Du. to the fact of data. the FM h..
not been abl. to quantify ben.fits of
replacing side-facing ••ats for forward
facing or aft-facing s.ats. How.ver, the
b.n.fits would be at I.ast $2,100 p.r
••at because sid.-facing ••ats are
consid.red to b. l.ss saf. than forward·
facing s.ats or aft-facing s.ats. Thus, the
potential benefits would b. at least that
of a newseaVrestreint syst.m that Is
plac.d in a forward-facing or aft-facing
position.

• The benefits of .stablishlng
- improv.d flammability standards are

.stablished to be $680 p.r seat.
. • The FAA has no data to
quantitatively evaluate the reduction in
cabin safety due to storing Items of mass
overhead. Nevertheless, the FAA
concludes it Is justified in maintaining
the current level of sefaty by requiring
that ov.rhead It.ms of mess remain
secure in the .v.nt of a survivable
accid.nt.

Th. FAA conclud.s that the proposed
rule 'is cost-b.n.ficlal (b.n.fits greater
than costsJ since total ben.fits exce.d
the total costs by approximately $2.100
($2,800 minus $720) p.r seat.

international Trade Impact.Analysis

The proposed provisions in this
notice would have little or no impact on
u.s. firms doing busin.ss in foreign
countri.s or on foreign firms doing
business in the Unit.d States. In the
United States, foreign manufacturers
would have to meet th.se proposed
requlrem.nts: thus. foreign firm. would
gain no competitive advantage from the
proposed provisions in this notic•. In
foreign countri.s, U.S. firms would not
b. bOund by th.se pert 23 requirements.
In foreign countries. these propos.d
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§ 23.562 Emerg.ncy I.nd elyn.mle
condition••

(a) Each s.at/r.straint syst.m must be
design.d to prot.ct .ach occupant
during an .m.rg.l!cy landing wh.n-
• '* '* '* '*

(c) Each ..at/restraint syst.m, for
crew or p....ng.r occupancy In a
commut.r cat.gory airplan•• must
succ.ssfully compl.t. dynamic t.sts In
accordance with .ach of the following
conditions. Th. t.sts of the pass.ng.r
s.at/r.straint syst.m must be conduct.d
using two rows of ..at/restraint systems
with .ach occupant simulat.d by an
anthropomorphic test dummy (AID)
d.fin.d by 49 CFR part 572, subpart B,
or an FAA.approv.d .quival.nt, with a
nominal w.ight of 170 pounds and
s.ated in the normal upright position. A
crew s.at/restraint syst.m may be test.d
in a singl. configuration.

(1) For the first t.st. the chang. in
v.locity may not b. less than 31 feet p.r
second. Each seat/restraint system must
be ori.nt.d in its nominal position with
resp.ct to the airplan. and with the
horizontal piane of the airplan. pitch.d
up 60 d.gre&s, with no yaw, relative to
the impact v.ctor. Th. p.ak
deceleration must occur in not more

than 0.03 s.conds aft.r impact and must
reach a minimum of 32 g.

(2) For the second t.st, the s.at
structure must b. preload.d as d.fin.d
In paragraph (c)(3) of this s.ction. The
chang. In velocity may not be I.ss than
42 fe.t p.r second. Each s.at/restraint
syst.m must be ori.nt.d In its nominal
position with respect to the airplane and
with the vertical plan. of the airplane
yaw.d 10 d.gre.s, with no pitch,
relative to the imp.ct vector In the
direction that results In the great.r
loading of the should.r harn.ss, wh.re
Installed. The peak dec.l.ration must
occur In not more than 0.05 s.conds
aft.r impact and must reach a minimum
of26 g.

(3) To account for floor warpag., \lie
floor rails or attachm.nt d.vices used to
attach each saat/restraint syst.m to the
airframe structure must b. preload.d to
misa1ign, with respect to .ach oth.r, by
at I...t 10 d.gr••s v.rtically (i.e.. pitch
out of parall.I), and on. of the rails or
attachm.nt d.vices must b. pr.load.d
to misalign by 10 d.grees In roll prior
to conducting the t.st defin.d by
paragraph (c)(2) of this s.ction.

(d) Compliance with the following
requirem.nts must b. shown during the

dynamic t.sts conduct.d In sccordance
with .ith.r paragraph (b) or (c) of this
section:

(1) The seat/r.straint syst.m must
restrain the AID, although the s.at/
restraint syst.m components may
exp.rience d.formation, .Iongation,
displac.msnt. or crushing intended ..
part of the d.sign.

(2) Th. attachm.nt b.tw.en the s.atl
r.straint syst.m and the t.st fixture
must remain Intact, although the s.at
structure may have d.form.d.

(3) When shoulderharn.ss.s are
provid.d as part of the d.sign, .ach
should.r ham.ss strap must remain on
the AID's shoulder during the impact.

(4) Th. safety belt must r.main on the
AID's p.lvis during the impact.

(5) The results of the dynamic t.st
must show thst the occupant is
protect.d from s.rious h.ad injury.

(il Wh.n contact with adjac.nt s.ats,
structure, or oth.r it.ms In the cabin can
occur, protection must b. provid.d so
that impact of the h.ad of .ach occupant
do.s not exc••d a H.ad Injury Crit.rion
(HIC) of 1,000.

(ii) The value of HIC is defined as-

(c) Each ..at/restraint system In a
commuter category airplane must be
eith.r forward·facing or aft·facing. Each
s.at/restraint system int.nded for
Installation in the front row ofa
commuter category airplane must
consist of a seat, ssf.ty b.lt, and

,
(6) For commut.r cat.gory airplan.s,

wh.re leg Injuri.s J:Ilay result from
contact with s.ats or oth.r structure
during an em.rg.ncy landing, the
axially compressive loads measured In
each d.mur of the AID may not exceed
2,250 pounds. .

(9) For commuter category airplan.s,
no s.at/restraint syst.m may yield In a
mann.r that would imp.d. rapid
evacuation of the airplan•.

(.) An alternative approach that
achi.v.s an equival.nt, or greater, I.vel
of occupant prot.ction to that required
by this s.ction may be u..d if
substantiat.d on a rational b..is.

5. Section 23.765 is amend.d by
revising paragraphs (c) and (i) to read as
follows:

123.785 Salta, bti1h',litte.., ..I.ly bella,
and ahoulder h.m......

6. S.ction 23.653 is amend.d by
removing the words "App.ndix F" and

should.r harness and must provide the
occupant protection provisions required
by § 23.562. Each s.at/restrain system
int.nded for installation at a position
other than the front s.ats of a commuter
category airplane must consist of a seat
and safety belt (or a seat, saf.ty belt, and
shoulder harness) and must provide the
occupant protection required in
§23.562. .

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
(i) Th. cabin area surrounding each

se.t, including the structure, Interior
walls, Instrument panel, control wheel,
p.d.ls, and ..ats within striking
distance of an occupant's he.d or torso
(with the restraint system fastened)
must be free of potentially injurious
objects, sharp edges, protub.rances, end
hard surfaces. If energy absorbing
d.signs or devices, such as padding, are
used to meet this requirem.nt, they
must also comply with the occupant
protection provisions of § 23.562, as
required by paragraph (b) or (c) of this
s.ction.

•••••

Wh.re:
t, is the initial int.gration tim.,

.xpress.d In seconds,
I, is the final int.gration tim.,

expressed in seconds,
(t, - Ii) is the time duration of the

major head impact, .xpr.ss.d In
seconds, and

a (t) is the resultant dec.l.r.tion at the
cent.r of grevity of the h.ad form,
•xpres..d as a multipl. of g (units of
gravity).

(iii) Compliance with the HIC limit
must be d.monstrat.d by measuring the
h.ad impact during the dynamic tests
required In .ith.r paragraph (b) or
paragraph (c) of this section, or by a
s.parat. showing of complianc. with
the HIC using approved test or analysis
proc.dur.s.

(6) Loads In a singl. should.r hamesa
strap may not .xc••d 1,750 pounds. If
dual straps are used for retaining the
upp.r torso, the total strap loads may
not .xce.d 2,000 pouilds.

(7) The compression load m.asured
b.tw••n the pelvis and the lumbar spine
of the AID may not exceed 1,500
pounds.
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adding in their place the words "Part I
of Appendix F" each time they appear
in paragraphs (d)(3)(i), (il), (iv), and (v)
and (f), and by adding paragraph
(d)(3)(vi) to read as follows:

123.853 ComP'lrtmen1 Interlo...

(d)· ••
(3)· ••
(vi) Seat cushions, except those of

flight crewmember seats, must meet the
requirements of both paragraph (d)(3)(il)
of this section and of Part U of
Appendix F of this part, or equivalent.
* • * * •

Part lI-Flammability ofSeat Cushions

(a) Criteria for Acceptance. Each seat
cushion must meet the following criteria:

(1) At least three sets of seat bottom and
S8at back. cushion specimens must be tested.

(2) Iflbe cushion is constructed wilb a fire
bloclting material. Ibe fire-blocldng material
must completely eDc~ose the cushion foam
core material.

(3) Eaeb specimen tested must be
fabricated using the principal"components
(i.e.• foam core, flotation material. fire.
blocking matarial. ifused; and dress
covering) and assembly processes
(r8presen~tive seams and closures) intended

,for use In the productlon articles. If a

(h) ••• When performing the tests
prescribed by paragraphs (d) and (e) of part
I oftbls Appendix, Ibe specimen must be
mounted in a metal fnune so Ibat: (1) In Ibe
vertical tast prescribed by paragraph (d) of
Part I of Ibis appendix, Ibe two long adges
and Ibe upper edge are held securely; (2) in
Ibe horizontal test prescribed by paragraph
(e) of Part I of Ibis appendix, Ibe twa long
edges and the edge away from the flame are
held securely; (3) Ibe exposed area oflbe
specimen is at least 2 inches wide and 12
inches long. unless the actual size used in the
airplane is smaller; and (4) the edge to which
the burner flame is applied must not consist
of Ibe finlshed or protected edge of Ibe
specimen but must be representative of the
actual cross section of the material or part
Installed in Ibe eirplane.

* • * * *

the mounting stand legs is 12±1~ inches.
(305±3 mm). The mounting stand must be
used for mounting the test specimen seat
bottom and seat back, as shown in Figure 2
afPert n of this appendix. The mounting
stand should also include II suitable drip pan
lined wilb aluminum foll. dull side up.

(2) Test Bumer. The bumer to be used in
testing must-

(i) Be a modified gun type:
(ii) Have an 8o-degree spray angle nozzle

nominelly rated for 2.25 gaUons/hour at 100
psi:

(iii) Have a 12-inch (305 mm) burner cone
installed at Ibe end of Ibe draft tube, wilb an
opening 6 Inches (152 mm) high end 11
inches (280 mm) wide, as shown in FiIDll'6
3 of Part n of Ibis appendix: and

(Iv) Have a burner fuel pressure regulator
that is adjusted to deliver a Dominal 2.0
gallon/hour of No.2 grade kerosene or
equivalent required for the test.

Note: Burner models that have been used
successfully In testing are the Lennox Model
OR-32. Carlin Model200CRD. and Park
Model DPL 3400. FAA published reports
pertioent to Ibis type of burner are; (1)
Powerplant EngIneering Repori No. 3A,
Standard Fire Test Apparatus and Procedure
for Flaxible Hose Assemblies. deted March
1978; and (2) Repori No. DOTfPANIID176/
713. Reevaluation ofBurner Characteristics
for Fire Resistance Tests, dat~d January 1977.

(3) Calorimeter.
(i) The calorimeter to be used In testing

must be a 1-15.0 BTU/ft'-sec. (ll-17.0 w/
cm2) calorimeter, accurate ±3%, mounted in
a 6-ineb by 12-ineb (152 by 305 mm) by '1,
Ineb (19 mm) Ibick calcium silicate
Insulating board Ibat is attached to a steel
angle bracket for placement in tho test stand
dwing burner calibration, as shown in Figure
4 of Part nof Ibis appendix.

(il) Because the insulating board could
crumble with service and result in
misalignment of the calorimeter, the
calorimeter must be monitored and the
mounting shimmed, as necessary, to ensure
that the calorimeter face is flush with the
exposed plane of the insulating board in a
plane parallel to the exit of the test burner
cone.

(4) Thermocouples. The thermocouples to
be used for testing must be Vus to V8 inch
metal sheathed, ceramic packed, type K.
grounded thermocouples with a nominal 22
to 30 American wire gage (AWG) size
conductor.

The thermocouples must be attached to a
steel angle bracket to form a thermocouple
rake for placement in the test stand during
bumer calibration, as shown in Figure 5 of
Part n of Ibis appendix.

(5) "'pporotus AmlDgemenl. The test
burner must be mounted on a suitable stand
to position the exit of the burner cone 8

distance of 4±1J8 inches (102:t3 mm) from one
side of the specimen mounting stand. The
burner stand should have th capability of
allowing Ibe burnar to be swung away from .
the specimen mounting stand dwing
warmup periods.

(6) Dato Recording. A recording
potentiometer or other suitable calibrated
instrnment with an·appropriate range must'
be used to measure and record the outputs
of the calorimeter and the thermocouples.

different material combination is used for the
back cushion than for the bottom cushion,
both material combinations must be tested as
complete' specimen sets consisting of a back
cushion specimen and 8 bottom cushion
specimen. If 8 cushion, including the outer.
eire" covering. meets the oil burner test
requirements of Part. Dof this appendix, the
dress covering of that cushion may be
replaced with a similar dress covering,
provided the burn length of the replacement
covering. a6 determined by the test specified
In § 23.853(d)(3)(iil. does not exceed Iba
corresponding burn lenglb of Ibe original
dress covering.

(4) For etleas! two-thirds of Ibe total
number of specimen sets tested, the bum
length from Ibe burnar must not reaeb Ibe
side of the cushion opposite the burner. The
bum length must not exceed 11 inches. Bwn
length is Ibe perpendicular distance from Ibe
Insids adge of Ibe seat fnune closest to Ibe
burner to the farthest evidence of damage to
tbe test specimen from impinging names.
This includes areas that were partially or
completely consumed, ebarred. or ambrittled,
but does not include areas that were sooted.
stalned, warped. or discolored, or areas
where material shrank or melted away from
the heat source.

(5) The averese parcantage weight loss
must not exceed 10 percent. Also. at least

. two Ibirds of all specimen sets tested must
not exceed 10 percent weight loss. All
droppings falling from Ibe cushions and
mounting stand are to be discarded before Ibe
after-test weight is determined. The
percentage weight loss for a specimen set is
Ibe weight of Ibe set before tastlngle.. Ibe
weight of the set after testing expressed as the
percentage of Ibe weight before tasting.

(b) Test Conditions. Vertical alr velocity
should average 25 feet par minute (bop) ± 10
fpm at Ibe top of Iba beck of Ibe seet cushion.
Horizontal air velocity should be below 10
fpm just above the bottom seat cushion. Air
velocities should be measured with the
ventilation hood operating and the burner
motor off.

(c) Test Specimens.
(1) For each test, one set of cushion

specimens representing it seat bottom and
seat back cushion must be used.

(2) The seat bottom cushion specimen must
be 18±'AI inebes (457±3 mm) wide by 20±Va
Inebes (SOW mm) deep by4±·I. inches
(102=*:3 mm) thick, exclusive of fabric
closures and seam overlap.

(3) The seat back cushion specimen must
be 18±',;, inebes (457±3 mm) wide by 25±'AI
inches (635±3 mm) high by 2±'Allnches (5l±3
mm) thick, exclusive of fabric closures and
seam overlap.

(4) The specimens must be conditioned at
70±5 OF '2l±2 'C) and 55±10% relativa
humidity for at least 24 hours before testing.

(d) Test Apparatus. The arrangement of Ibe
test epparatus is ShOWD in Figures 1 through
5 of Part nof thrs appendix and must include
the components described in this section.
Minor details of the apparatus may vary,
depending on the model burner used.

(1) Specimen Mounting Stand. The
mounting stand for the test specimens
consists ~f steel angles, a8 shown in Figure
1 of part n of Ibis appendix. The lenglb of

•••••

7. Appendix F to part 23 is amended
by revising the heading, by removing
the filst paragrsph, by designating .the
current text as Part I and adding a
heading for Part I, by revising the last
sentence of paragraph (h) of newly
designated Part I, by adding the words
"of Part I" before the words "of this
Appendix" wherever they appear in .
paragraphs (e) and (d) of newly'
designated Part 1. and by adding a new
Part U to read as follows:

Appendix F to Part 23-Test .
Procedurea

Part I-An Acceptable Test Procedure for
Self-Extinguishing Materials for Showing
Compliance with § 23.853

* * * * *
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(7) Weight Scale. A weighing device must
be used that, with proper procedures.
determines the weights of each set of seat
cushion specimens before and after the test
within 0,02 pound (9 grams). A continuous
weighing system is preferred.

(8) Timing Device. A stopwatch or other
device (calibrated to:1:1 second) must be used
to measure the time of application of the
burner flame and self·extinguishing time or
test duration.

(e) Preparation ofApp'oratus. Before
calibration, all equipment must be turned on
end the burner fuel must be adjusted 88
specified In peragreph (d)(2) of Part n of this
eppendix.

(f) Calibration. To ensure the proper
thermal output of the burner, the foHawing
test must be made:

(1) Place the calorimeter on the test stand
as shown in Figure 4 of Part n of this
appendix at a distance of 4±VB inches (lOW
mm) from the exit oftha burner cone.

(2) Turn on the burner. allow it to run for
2 minutes for warmup, and adjust the burner
air intake damper to produce 8 reading of
10.5f{).5 BTU/ft l sec. (11.9+0.6 wI cm l ) on
the calorimeter to ensure steady State
conditions have been achieved. Turn off the
burner.

(3) Replace the calorimeter with the
thermocouple rake (Fig. 5 of Part n of this
eppendix).

(4) Turn on the burner and ensure that the
thermocouples are reading 1900±100 of
(1038±38 O(;)'at steady state conditions.

•

(5) If the calorimeter and thermocouples do
not read within range, repeat steps in
peregrephs (n(l) through W(4) of Part n of
this appendix and adjust the burner air
intake damper until the proper readings are
obtained. The thermocouple range and the
calorimeter should be used frequently to
maintain and record calibrated test
parameters. Until the ~pecitic apparatus has
demonstrated consistency, 8ach test should
be calibrated. After consistency has been
confirmed, several tests may be conducted
with the pre-test calibration before and a
calibration check after the series.

(g) Test Procedure. The flammability of
each set of specimens must be tested as
follows:

(l) Record the weight of each set of seat
bottom and seat back cushion specimens to
he tested to the neerest 0.02 pound (9 grams).

(2) Mount the seat bottom and s8at back
cushion test specimens on the test stand as
shown in Figure 2 of Part II of this appendix,
securing the seat back cushion specimen to
the test stand at the top.

(3) Swing the burner into position and
ensure that the distance from the exit of the
burner cone to the side of the seat bottom
cushion specimen is 4±\it inches UOH3
mm).

(4) Swing the burner away from the test
position. Turn on the burner and allow it to
ron for 2 minutes to provide adequate
warmup of the bumer cone and flame
stabilization.

(5) To begin the test. swing the burner into
the test position and simultaneously start the.
timing device..

(6) Expose the seat bottom cushion
specimen to the burner flame for 2 minutes
and then turn off the burner. 1m..I:Qedlately
swing the burner away from the test position.
Terminate the test 7 minutes after initiating
cushion exposure to the flame by use of a
gaseous extinguishing agent (i.e., Halon or
CO2)....

(7) Determine the weight of the remains of
the seat cushion specimen set left on the
mounting stand to the nearest O.d2 pound (9
grams), excluding all droppings.

(h) Test Rf!port. With respect to all
specimen sets tested for 8 particular seat
cushion for which testing of compliance is
performed, the following information must
be recorded:

(1) An identification and description of the .
specimens being tested.

(2) The number of specimen sets tested.
(3) The iniUel weight and residual weight

of 8ach set, the calculated percentage weight
loss of each set. and the calculated average
percentage weight loss for the total number
of sets tested.

(4) The hurn length for eech set tasted.

Figures to Part n of Appendix F to Part
23

BIWHQ CODE ...1()-13-41
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